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Abstract—The SPARC Toroidal Field Model Coil (TFMC) Pro-
gram was a three-year effort between 2018 and 2021 that developed
novel rare earth barium copper oxide (REBCO) superconductor
technologies and then successfully utilized these technologies
to design, build, and test a first-in-class, high-field (∼20 T),
representative-scale (∼3 m) superconducting toroidal field (TF)
coil. The program was executed jointly by the MIT Plasma Science
and Fusion Center (PSFC) and Commonwealth Fusion Systems
(CFS) as a technology enabler of the superconducting high-field
pathway to fusion energy, and, in particular, as a risk retirement
program for the no insulation (NI) TF magnet in the SPARC net-
energy fusion tokamak. The TFMC achieved its programmatic goal
of experimentally demonstrating a large-scale high-field REBCO
magnet, achieving 20.1 T peak field-on-conductor with 40.5 kA
of terminal current, 815 kN/m of Lorentz loading on the REBCO
stacks, and almost 1 GPa of mechanical stress accommodated by the
structural case. Fifteen internal demountable pancake-to-pancake
joints operated in the 0.5 to 2.0 nΩ range at 20 K and in magnetic
fields up to 12 T. The dc and ac electromagnetic performance of the
magnet predicted by new advances in high-fidelity computational
models was confirmed in two test campaigns while the parallel,
single-pass, pressure-vessel style coolant scheme capable of large
heat removal was validated. In the test facility, a feeder system
composed of REBCO current leads and cables was experimentally
qualified up to 50 kA, and a liquid-free cryocooler-based helium
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cryogenic system provided 600 W of cooling power at 20 K with
mass flow rates up to 70 g/s at a maximum design pressure of 2
MPa for the test campaigns. Finally, the feasibility of using passive,
self-protection against a quench in a fusion-scale NI TF coil was
experimentally assessed. While the TFMC was intentionally not
optimized for quench resiliency—and suffered localized thermal
damage in response to an intentional open-circuit quench at
31.5 kA terminal current—the extensive data and validated
models that it produced represent a critical step towards this
important objective.

Index Terms—Fusion energy, rare earth barium copper oxide,
superconducting magnet, toroidal field magnet.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE SPARC toroidal field model coil (TFMC) program was
an approximately three-year effort between 2018 and 2021

to retire the design, fabrication, and operational risks inherent
in large-scale, high-field superconducting magnets based on
the high temperature superconductor (HTS) rare-earth barium
copper oxide (REBCO). Executed jointly between the MIT
Plasma Science and Fusion Center (PSFC) and Commonwealth
Fusion Systems (CFS), the project developed novel REBCO su-
perconductor technologies and then utilized those technologies
to successfully design, build, and test a first-in-class, high-field
(∼20 T) representative scale (∼3 m in linear size) supercon-
ducting toroidal field (TF) coil known as the SPARC TFMC.
In parallel to the construction of the magnet, a new supercon-
ducting magnet test facility was established at MIT to serve as
the proving grounds for the experimental demonstration of the
magnet. The test facility itself incorporated advances in both
REBCO and cryogenic technology to meet the technical and
schedule requirements for testing the magnet. The magnet and
test facility, shown together in Fig. 1, were combined in the fall
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Fig. 1. View of the TFMC and the TFMC Test Facility at the MIT Plasma Science and Fusion Center.

of 2021 to carry out a series of experimental test campaigns
to assess the performance of the magnet, validating the magnet
modeling, design, and fabrication techniques and proving the
novel technologies deployed in the test facility.

This article, the first of six papers in this special issue of
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON APPLIED SUPERCONDUCTIVITY cover-
ing the TFMC Program, serves two principal objectives: First, it
presents a self-contained, high-level technical and programmatic
overview of the entire TFMC Program, including a summary
of the high-field path to fusion energy and a brief history of
large-scale superconducting fusion magnet development pro-
grams; and second, it provides the context for understanding the
accompanying five papers that cover specific technical areas of
the TFMC Program. These papers focus on the following topics:

1) Magnet design, fabrication, and assembly [1].
2) Test facility design, construction, and commissioning [2].
3) 50-kA liquid nitrogen cooled REBCO current leads [3].
4) 600-W cryocooler-based helium cryogenic system [4].
5) Results of the test campaigns and postmortem analysis [5].
Taken together, the papers attempt to provide a comprehensive

review of the program’s background, objectives, activities, and
technical results.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
presents the context and motivation for the TFMC Program,
namely the technical and programmatic advantages of acceler-
ating the deployment of commercial fusion energy through the
use of high-field superconducting magnets. Section III briefly
reviews the history of large-scale superconducting magnet devel-
opment in order to provide insight into why and how the TFMC
Program was executed. Section IV provides a programmatic
overview of the project as a foundation to understand the tech-
nical research and development that was conducted. Section V

briefly reviews the two distinct conductor and coil technologies
developed in the first phase of the TFMC Program—Vacuum
pressure impregnated, insulated, partially transposed, extruded,
and roll-formed, or VIPER, cables [6], and no-insulation no-
twist, or NINT, coils [7]) and summarizes the motivation for
choosing NINT technology to be scaled-up in the TFMC. Sec-
tion VI summarizes the remaining activities in the program,
which are explored in greater technical depth in the accom-
panying five papers. Finally, Section VII concludes with some
summary remarks about the TFMC Program impact on the state
of large-scale, high-field REBCO magnets, and the next steps
toward high-field net-energy fusion devices.

II. HIGH MAGNETIC FIELD PATH TO FUSION ENERGY

It has long been recognized that the strength of the pri-
mary magnetic field plays a principal role in determining the
performance and size of a magnetic fusion energy device such
as a tokamak. Since the first magnetic confinement devices in
the 1950s, this has manifested in the exponential increase in
plasma physics performance metrics achieved by a succession
of increasingly high-field fusion tokamaks, which have relied
on advances of the science and engineering of large-scale elec-
tromagnets. In fact, a straightforward theoretical analysis of the
nuclear and engineering aspects of a tokamak, combined with
a basic knowledge of plasma physics constraints, shows that
increasing the magnetic field strength is one of the most powerful
and accessible means of achieving both the conditions required
to access a stable, burning, net-energy plasma, and the design of
a cost-effective compact tokamak fusion power plant [8].

The optimization strategy of maximizing the magnetic field
strength to achieve net-fusion energy in more compact, lower
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cost, and faster-to-build tokamaks has historically been known
as the “high-field path to fusion energy.” This approach lever-
ages the smaller, lower cost unit size of high-field fusion de-
vices to reduce the innovation cycle time to more rapidly at-
tach the remaining technical, economic, and regulatory chal-
lenges required to realize fusion as a commercially viable en-
ergy source. The high-field path can be divided chronologi-
cally into two separate eras based on the magnet technology
utilized.

The first iteration of the high-field path focused on the use of
resistive copper magnet technology. The copper high-field path
to fusion energy relied on advanced water- or liquid nitrogen
(LN2)-cooled Bitter plate style magnets to achieve pulsed mag-
netic fields in tokamaks exceeding 12 T peak field-on-conductor,
corresponding to approximately 8 T in the plasma center [9].
Several tokamaks were built and operated that experimentally
validated the plasma physics advantages of high-field operation
and advanced the state of high magnetic field engineering in-
cluding most notably the Frascati tokamak Upgrade (FTU) at
ENEA in Italy [10] and the three Alcator tokamaks at MIT in
the United States culminating in the Alcator C-Mod tokamak
[11].

Based on both the physics and engineering successes of FTU
and the Alcators, high-field copper-based tokamaks, particularly
in the United States, dominated the roadmap for achieving
net-fusion energy in compact machines in the 1980s and 1990s.
Conceptual designs such as the Next Step tokamaks [12] were
proposed, and several major machine design and engineering ac-
tivities were initiated, including the Burning Plasma Experiment
(BPX) [13], Compact Ignition tokamak (CIT) [14], the Fusion
Ignition Research Experiment (FIRE) [15], and the Ignitor toka-
mak [16]. Despite the advantages ascribed to these machines,
the copper high-field path was ultimately abandoned due to
the challenge of scaling resistive copper magnet technology to
fusion power plants and the emergence of a superior alternative:
The low-temperature superconductors (LTS) NbTi in the 1980s
and then Nb3Sn in the 1990s.

Starting in 1978 with the T-7 tokamak in the Soviet Union,
a series of superconducting machines with LTS were built and
operated with moderate field (1–8 T in the plasma center). This
list includes EAST in China [17], KSTAR in South Korea [18],
SST-1 in India [19], T-7 and T-15 in the Soviet Union/Russia
[20], Tore Supra/WEST in France [21], and TRIAM-1M [22]
and JT-60SA [23] in Japan. These machines have provided the
necessary superconducting magnet engineering basis for ITER,
a tokamak designed to achieve 500 MW of fusion power with
an energy gain factor of ten using Nb3Sn TF coils to provide
∼5.3 T in the center of the plasma [24]. Based on the design
and initial engineering work for ITER, a series of post-ITER
demonstration power plants, such as CFETR in China [25] and
DEMO in the EU [26], are being planned. Because Nb3Sn
magnets limit the magnetic fields in the plasma to approximately
∼5.5 T, such tokamaks typically have major radii between 6 and
9 m to achieve sufficient plasma performance. This results in
extraordinarily large devices associated with high capital cost,
multidecadal schedules, scale challenges in supply chain and
assembly, and complex organizational issues.

In response to these challenges, and due to the emergence
of a new class of superconductors capable of achieving much
higher magnetic fields than LTS materials, a second iteration
of the high-field path to fusion energy was proposed by MIT
in the mid-2010s [27]. Anchored in the record-setting plasma
physics performance of Alcator C-Mod in 2016 [28], this new
high-field path proposes the use of superconducting TF magnets
exceeding 20 T peak field-on-conductor (8–12 T in the plasma
center) based on REBCO.

REBCO was discovered in 1987 [29]. While little was
then known about its superconducting performance and an
engineering-relevant form factor remained decades in the future,
several theoretical papers emerged in the following few years
that examined the advantageous implications of 20 T class
superconducting TF coils on fusion device physics, cost, and
complexity [29], [30]. Only relatively recently has sufficiently
high performance REBCO coated conductor tape been char-
acterized and manufactured at the industrial volumes and cost
levels required to actually design and build large-scale high-field
fusion magnets [32].

It should be noted that other HTS materials, such as iron-based
superconductors (IBS) [50] and bismuth strontium calcium cop-
per oxide (BSCCO or 2212) are potential options under develop-
ment for the future of high-field fusion magnets [40]; however,
the high-field path is being built for the present with REBCO.
It provides superior superconducting, thermal, and mechanical
properties, and, perhaps more importantly for actually building
large-scale magnets today, REBCO has a unique advantage
among HTS options in that it is available at high performancs
in industrial quantities from roughly a dozen commercial man-
ufacturers at acceptable costs.

An important engineering study of a modern REBCO TF was
carried out in 2011 [33] as part of the conceptual design activities
for the Vulcan tokamak [34]. The study was the first to highlight
significant advantages of high-field REBCO-based magnets for
tokamaks, including feasible TF magnets approaching 20 T
peak field-on-conductor, an optimized operational temperature
of 20 K, tolerance of large nuclear heating, and demount-
able low-resistance joints. Since that time, several physics and
engineering assessments reinforcing and extending the scale,
schedule, cost, and plasma-physics advantages of high-field
fusion energy power plants based on REBCO magnets have
been carried out for conventional aspect ratio tokamaks [35],
spherical tokamaks [36], and stellarators [37].

The cornerstone of the superconducting high-field path to
fusion energy is the SPARC tokamak, which was conceived
in 2015 and is intended to bridge technology gap between
existing fusion experiments and fusion power plants. SPARC
is a compact (1.85 m major radius), high magnetic field (12.2
T in the plasma center) tokamak designed to achieve physics
energy gain of >2 (conservative physics assumptions), and >10
(standard physics assumptions) [38]. In addition to demonstrat-
ing high-field magnets, SPARC will seek to retire risk in other
critical technical challenges for high-field devices. These include
the physics of burning plasmas and the exploration of novel
solutions for plasma power exhaust [39]. SPARC is presently
under construction by CFS in Devens Massachusetts in the US.
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Despite these compelling conceptual designs, it was evident
in the mid-2010s that execution of the high field path required
accelerating the development and deployment of fusion-relevant
REBCO conductors and coils beyond their then-nascent state.
Two distinct technologies had emerged by this time. First, a wide
variety of high-current REBCO cables based on the insulated
cable-in-conduit conductor (CICC) concept were being built and
tested on small scales. Although none to-date had demonstrated
the required performance, robustness, and scalability required
for fusion-scale magnets, the initial prototypes were promising
[40]. Second, single REBCO tape wound NI coils had demon-
strated high field performance with simpler fabrication and the
potential for self-protection during quench [41]; this represented
an alternative, albeit very different, coil concept compared to
insulated CICC cables.

Regardless of which REBCO-based concept MIT and CFS
selected for the TF magnet technology of SPARC, the TFMC
Program would follow a two-part research and development
sequence. The first part would focus on technology readiness
of basic conductor/coil technology at the small scale. Efforts
would focus on engineering design, fabrication processes, com-
putational modeling, and rigorous experimental testing of small-
scale components. The overarching requirement emplaced on
the processes and technology created during this phase was
that they must be inherently scalable on rapid timescales. The
second part would undertake the scale-up of the conductor/coil
technology into a representative scale magnet, or “model coil,”
that would ultimately qualify the design, fabrication, modeling,
and operation of a high-field REBCO magnet for readiness in a
first-generation high-field net fusion energy device.

III. BRIEF REVIEW OF LARGE-SCALE SUPERCONDUCTING

FUSION MAGNET TEST PROGRAMS

Superconducting magnet systems for fusion embody sub-
stantial scale, cost, schedule, complexity, and risk. From the
physics perspective, the design, operation, and ultimately fu-
sion performance of the machine is fundamentally set by the
magnetic fields, making achievement of the magnet design
specifications imperative. From an engineering perspective, the
magnet systems are heavily integrated into the device superstruc-
ture, making them difficult or impossible to replace or repair.
Thus, while advances in superconducting magnet technology
can often bring transformational benefits to a fusion machine,
it is imperative that the technology be derisked before being
utilized in a fusion device. Therefore, the integration of major
advances in superconducting magnet technology has historically
been preceded by signficant research and development programs
on specially designed “model coils.” Such coils achieve fusion-
relevant scale and performance but often in a simpler, standalone
configurations in specialized test facilities for efficiency.

The first such endeavor was the large coil task (LCT), an
international collaboration between the United States, Japan,
Switzerland, and Europe that sought to evaluate the feasibility of
large-scale superconducting magnets for fusion tokamaks [42].
By 1987, the LCT successfully demonstrated multiple fusion-
relevant superconducting magnet technologies, many for the first

time in a large superconducting coil. Six 2.5 m x 3.5 m bore TF
model coils capable of producing 8 T peak field-on-conductor in
a steady state were built and tested individually and as an array at
the International Fusion Superconducting Magnet Test Facility
(IFSMTF) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) [43].
Five coils—General Dynamics (GD), General Electric/ORNL
(GE/ORNL), Switzerland (CH), EUROATOM (EU), and Japan
(JA)—utilized NbTi superconductor in a steel structure while
a sixth from Westinghouse (WH) was the first large-scale coil
to utilize react-and-wind Nb3Sn in an aluminum structure. To
evalute cryogenics, three coils (GD, GE/ORNL, JA) were cooled
with atmospheric liquid helium pool boiling while the remaining
coils (EU, CH, WH) employed forced-flow supercritical helium
at 1.5 MPa. To evaluate winding configurations, five of the coils
were pancake wound while the GD coil was layer wound.

The LCT proved that steady state, or dc, superconducting
coils could indeed be built and operated at fusion-relevant scales
and performance; however, it was recognized that the pulsed,
or ac, central solenoid (CS) and poloidal field (PF) magnets
contained significant further challenges and would require their
own model coil programs. Two such programs were undertaken.
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the US and Japan built and
tested several demonstration poloidal coils (DPC), including a 2
m bore 30 kA, 10 T/s Nb3Sn CICC coil led by MIT in the US [44]
and 30 kA NbTi coil led by JAERI in Japan [45]. Following the
conclusion of the DPC project, the large POLO model coil, a PF-
like NbTi coil with a 3 m bore, 15 kA nominal current, and 2 T/s
ramp rate was built and successfully tested by Forschungzentrum
Karlsruhe (FZK) in 1997 [46].

One of the key conclusions of the ITER Conceptual Design
Activity (CDA) was that the ITER magnet systems would need to
be superconducting; thus, the follow-on ITER Engineering De-
sign Activity (EDA) initiated two model coil programs in 1992
with the explicit objective of demonstrating the design, manu-
facturing, and operation of ITER-relevant TF and CS magnets.
The ITER Toroidal Field Model Coil (TFMC), carried out by
the European Union, built a 40 ton, 80 kA, 7.8 MA-turn Nb3Sn
CICC coil using 7 double pancakes inside a SS316 LN structural
case with the objective of maximizing likeness to the ITER TF
coil in a scaled test article [47]. The coil was successfully tested
individually and mounted at a 4.5° angle to the EURATOM
LCT coil to increase peak field-on-conductor and out-of-plane
IxB Lorentz loading to 9.97 T and 797 kN/m, respectively, at the
TOSKA facility at FZK in 2001 [48]. Concurrently, the ITER
Central Solenoid Model Coil (CSMC) was built and tested by the
European Union, Japan, Russia, and the United States. The ITER
CSMC was a 101 ton, 46 kA coil composed of an outer and inner
module, built by Japan and the US, respectively, along with an
insert coil built by Japan. Tested at the JAERI facilities in Naka,
Japan, the combined CSMC achieved a peak field-on-conductor
of 13 T with ramp rates of 0.6 T/s (inner module) and 1.2
T/s (insert coil)—in excess of ITER CS requirements at the
time—with a total stored energy of 640 MJ with no performance
degradation after 10 000 load cycles [49].

Following a similar progression as ITER, the MIT PSFC and
CFS concluded an approximately five-year CDA that resulted
in the physics basis for the SPARC tokamak in 2020 [38]. One
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of the key conclusions was that a tokamak approximately ∼30
times smaller in volume than ITER could achieve high fusion
gain (Qphysics > 2) provided that 1) the TF magnet could provide
12.2 T on-axis magnetic field, corresponding to approximately
22 T peak field-on-conductor and 2) that the TF magnet could
maintain cryostability despite the significant nuclear heating ex-
pected in a compact tokamak with minimal radiation shielding.
Both requirements rule out the use of LTS materials, such as
NbTi or Nb3Sn, which can practically achieve maximum fields
of around 9 T and 13 T, respectively, in fusion-style magnets
and cannot tolerate significant nuclear heating due to their small
margins to critical temperature, low heat capacity, and low
thermal diffusivity at 4 K.

Thus, HTS materials operating at higher magnetic fields and
temperatures than LTS materials will be required to meet these
demanding requirements, and, as discussed in the previous sec-
tion, REBCO is the HTS material of choice. Given the lack of
experience world-wide with the design, fabrication, and opera-
tion of fusion-scale REBCO magnets, MIT and CFS undertook
a rapid one-year conductor and coil development program to
establish the foundational magnet technologies followed by a
two-year period to design, build, and test the TFMC within a
new magnet test facility.

IV. PROGRAMMATIC OVERVIEW OF THE TFMC PROGRAM

A. Project Objectives

The principal mission of the TFMC was to retire risk for the
SPARC TF magnet; as such, the technical requirements and the
project objectives flowed down from the TF to the TFMC. A
comparison between the defining magnet engineering param-
eters of the TFMC and the SPARC TF magnet are presented
in Table I. Compared to the SPARC TF in terms of size, the
TFMC is an approximately 55% scaled version, which is large
enough to develop representative fabrication processes, but at
significantly reduced cost and schedule compared to TF-scale.
Despite the scaled size, the TFMC is capable of matching
or exceeding many of the important parameters including the
peak field-on-conductor, electromagnetic loading on conductor,
terminal electrical current, winding pack current density, and
cryogenic cooling metrics. Although the stored magnetic energy
does not match, the TFMC at 110 MJ provides sufficient energy
to assess the feasibility of passive safety in the event of a quench
and induce localized thermal damage if this cannot be achieved.

With the technical requirements defined, the TFMC Program
was then oriented around the achievement of six main objectives:

1) The achievement of 20 T peak field-on-conductor in a
large-bore magnet with a terminal current of 40 kA and a
transverse IxB Lorentz load of 800 kN/m at a temperature
of 20 K with total stored magnetic energy of 110 MJ.

2) The demonstration of key aspects of the magnet design:
a) Confirmation of NI magnet physics and operation,

particularly the current, voltage, power, and tem-
perature distributions in the magnet during charg-
ing/discharging and steady-state regimes.

b) Demonstration of efficient cryogenic cooling through
the use of hundreds of parallel, single pass cooling

TABLE I
PARAMETER COMPARISON BETWEEN THE SPARC TFMC AND ONE OF

EIGHTEEN COILS FROM THE SPARC TF MAGNET

channels within the winding pack with the structural
case as a pressure vessel.

c) Demonstration of simple, robust, demountable
pancake-to-pancake joints internal to the magnet
winding pack with resistances in the 1 nΩ range.

3) The development and validation of high-fidelity electro-
magnetic and thermo-mechanical models of NI magnets
such that confidence in the design and operation of the
full-scale SPARC TF could be achieved.

4) Exploration of passive, self-protecting resilience to cur-
rent sharing and quench in representative-scale, fusion-
relevant NI REBCO magnets.

5) The development and qualification of materials, instru-
mentation, tooling, fabrication processes, and external
vendors to enable confidence and speed in the construction
of the SPARC TF magnet.

6) Development of the REBCO supply chain by providing
magnet-pull in the form of challenging tape specification,
close technical partnerships, and, most importantly, an
unprecedenced injection of capital expenditure through
large tape orders to enable manufacturer scale-up.

B. Project Constraints

In addition to the technical objectives described in the previ-
ous section, programmatic constraints also served as key shaping
functions for the TFMC, its test facility, and the test campaigns.
These constraints were of two types: anticipated and accepted as
the boundary conditions of executing the project under the cir-
cumstances available; and unanticipated from external sources
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beyond project control. Understanding the constraints helps pro-
vide insight into why certain technical decisions were made and
how the consequences of those decisions manifested throughout
the project. While a comprehensive list is beyond the scope of
this article, a brief review of the key constraints and mitigating
decisions is included here.

Budget and schedule are two important constraints in any
large-scale engineering project, but were amplified in the TFMC
Program as a result of project sponsorship through a start-up
company with a fixed capital raise and aggressive milestones.
Schedule proved to be the most defining constraint of the two.
The June 2021 completion date for the TFMC Program was
set at the official start of the MIT-CFS collaboration in June of
2018, providing an immutable 3-year window to complete the
four phases of the project described below in Section IV-C.

Several strategies were employed to minimize schedule. The
“make-buy” strategy was carefully evaluated with heavy weight-
ing towards in-housing major parts and subsystems at MIT and
CFS while choosing fabrication processes and partner vendors
primarily on the ability to execute successfully on rapid sched-
ules over other considerations such as cost. Closely coupled to
this strategy was the high—but carefully managed—tolerance
for technical risk in the R&D process, allowing signficant ad-
vances with fewer iterations. Examples of these strategies on
the TFMC include the decision to build and then use all the
equipment required to wind the magnet in-house while inten-
tionally crafting the size and shape of the TFMC to fit within the
existing capacities of established vendors who could deliver on
the required schedule. Another example: external, existing test
facilities were sought but none identified that could be ready
on the schedule required, resulting in a decision to build a new
test facility from scratch at the MIT PSFC. Decisions for major
elements of the test facility itself, such as the decision to design
and build custom 50-kA binary LN2-cooled REBCO current
leads, were driven by the lack of rapidly available 50-kA REBCO
current leads from national laboratory or commercial vendors.

Another important constraint that shaped the project, espe-
cially the design of the test facility, was the preexisting infras-
tructure available at the MIT PSFC. Unlike almost all large-scale
magnet test facilities, the MIT PSFC does not host an extensive
liquid helium infrastructure, which is typically used both to
provide the cryogenic coolant to the magnet as well as the
coolant to superconducting current leads and feeder cable sys-
tems. To provide cooling to the TFMC, an innovative liquid-free
cryocooler-based helium circulation system was developed with
an external vendor to provide 600 W at 20 K cooling capability
at significantly reduced cost, footprint, and schedule compared
to a new liquid helium infrastructure. To provide cooling to the
50-kA superconducting current leads and feeder cables, the large
68 150 L capacity LN2 storage and distribution system was
utilized by designing custom LN2-cooled REBCO current leads
rather than the more traditional helium vapor-cooled leads found
in similar scale magnet systems [51].

While high bay experimental halls were available for the
fabrication and assembly of the TFMC and the 50-kA current
leads, the test facility had to be built in an experimental hall
with approximately 6 m vertical clearance. This challenged the

design of the vertical 50-kA current leads as well as resulted in
the decision to test the TFMC magnet in the horizontal configu-
ration, which departs from previous large-scale superconducting
magnet tests such as the ITER TFMC in the TOSKA facility at
the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology [48].

A final important and completely unanticipated set of con-
straints were those imposed on the project by the COVID-19 pan-
demic. Perhaps the most significant impact was near-complete
cessation of on-site hardware activities at MIT and CFS from
mid-March to mid-May of 2020, followed by a slow ramp-up
during the summer months of 2020. Many of the project’s
key vendors were similarly impacted, resulting in closures and
staffing issues. Further challenges resulted from the inability of
TFMC personal to routinely make on-site visits to vendors to
collaborate effectively, witness critical processes, and perform
quality inspections, typically a critical set of activities for suc-
cessful complex engineering projects. Strategies employed to
mitigate impacts included rotating two and three on-site shifts to
minimize personnel density, requiring full personnel protection
equipment and eventually vaccination while working on site,
twice a week on-site COVID testing at MIT and CFS, moving
all meetings to videoconferencing, and remote video inspection
of vendor parts.

C. TFMC Program Structure and Timeline

To achieve the programmatic objectives within the imposed
project constraints as described in the previous two sections, the
TFMC Program was factored into four distinct phases spanning
approximately three years:

1) Foundational conductor/coil development (2018–2019):
Novel REBCO conductor and coil technologies were re-
quired to meet the requirements of superconducting fusion
magnets capable of achieving in excess of 20 T peak
field-on-conductor. Activities in this phase focused on
small-scale prototyping and testing of two distinct tech-
nologies suitable for such magnets: REBCO cables based
on the CICC concept pioneered by Montgomery, Hoenig,
and Steeves at MIT in the mid-1970s [52]; and REBCO
coils based on the single tape-wound no-insulation coils
developed by Hahn, Park, Bascunan, and Iwasa at MIT in
the late 2000s [53].

2) Magnet (2019–2021): After demonstration of the base
conductor/coil technologies, it was decided that a large-
scale toroidal field (TF) magnet of fusion-relevant size and
performance should be designed, fabricated, and tested.
This approach followed a well-established precedent in
the advancement of large-scale superconductor technol-
ogy, as reviewed in Section III, of building representative
“model coils” as an important risk-retirement step toward
constructing full-scale fusion devices incorporating that
technology. Magnet fabrication and assembly took place
at the MIT PSFC in a large ∼370 m2 (∼4000 sq. ft.)
hall explicitly reconfigured for this purpose. REBCO
procurement, REBCO critical current characterization,
and quality-assurance/quality-control, and some magnet
winding activities took place at CFS.
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3) Magnet Test Facility (2019–2021): In parallel with the
magnet activities, the magnet required the establishment
of a new test facility capable of meeting both the unique
technical and demanding schedule requirements imposed
on the project. The test facility was built at the MIT PSFC
in order to repurpose the preexisting large-scale experi-
mental facilities and infrastructure made available by the
shuttering of the Alcator C-Mod tokamak in 2016. These
capabilities included a large ∼835 m2 (∼9000 sq. ft.) ex-
perimental hall, over 1 MVA of available electrical power
up to 13.8 kV, a 400 kW distilled chilled water system,
and 68 150 L (20 000 gallon) LN2 distribution capabilities.
Importantly, decades of experience conducting large-scale
complex electromechanical experiments, combined with
close cooperation with MIT’s Environmental Health and
Safety office, ensured the probability of safe, successful
tests.

4) Experimental Test Campaigns (2021): Two distinct test
campaigns were carried out in the fall of 2021. The first test
campaign in August and September 2021 targeted assess-
ment of the charging/discharging and steady-state perfor-
mance of the coil including the demonstration of 20 T peak
field-on-conductor, electromagnetic characteristics, mea-
surement of joint resistances, and structural assessment of
the coil under peak loads. The second test campaign in
October 2021 focused on characterizing the response of
the coil to off-normal events, including in current-sharing
regimes at increasingly higher temperatures and under
worst-case open circuit quench conditions. The test cam-
paigns were followed by a series of nondestructive and
destructive postmortem analysis of the magnet to further
validate the engineering design of the coil as well as to
confirm experimental findings from the test campaigns, in
particular the localized damage sustained during the final
programmed open circuit quench.

V. PRELIMINARY R&D TOWARD THE TFMC

This section provides a brief overview of the development of
the two REBCO technologies—VIPER cable and NINT coils—
that took place during the first phase of the TFMC Program
in 2018–2019. This development was completed rapidly and in
parallel at small-scale over approximately one year for two pur-
poses: first, to determine which of the two technologies would be
selected for the DC TF magnet in SPARC; and second, to develop
a foundation for the cables required for the ac magnets in SPARC
and superconducting feeder/bus systems. NINT, primarily due to
the long L/R charging/discharging time constant imposed by NI
magnet physics, is only suitable for the steady-state TF magnet.
In contrast, insulated VIPER cable can satisfy the requirements
of both steady-state magnets like the TF as well as handle the
rapid magnetic flux density swings required by pulsed magnets
like the CS and poloidal field PF coils in a tokamak.

A. VIPER REBCO Cable

At the start of the TFMC Program, a range of fusion-relevant
REBCO cable designs had been proposed [54], [55], [56],

Fig. 2. VIPER cables. (a) Shows a cross section of two of steel-jacketed VIPER
cables configured for SULTAN testing. (b) Shows a completed test assembly at
MIT before shipping to PSI.

[57], [58], [59] by institutions around the world. These cables
were all based on either the twisted stacked tape conductor
(TSTC) architecture developed by Takayasu at MIT PSFC [60]
or the conductor on round core (CORC) architecture developed
by van der Laan at Advanced Conductor Technologies [61].
Despite significant progress, several technical issues remained
unresolved including critical current (Ic) and critical temper-
ature (Tc) degradation under representative high-field magnet
electromagnetic loading (including axial strain and cycling)
and quench detection given the slow normal zone propagation
velocities inherent in HTS materials. Complexity in fabrication,
particularly in the preparation of low resistance joints, and little
development in integrating and testing these cables in magnet
geometries presented scale-up challenges.

A REBCO CICC R&D program was undertaken to directly
address these remaining issues. The result was the VIPER cable
shown in Fig. 2, an industrially scalable high current REBCO ca-
ble based on the TSTC architecture. In the period of 2018–2019,
over a dozen VIPER cables were built spanning lengths from 1
to 12 m, including a 3-D single-turn coil intended to be tested in
the National Institute of Fusion Sciences (NIFS) 13 T large-bore
test facility near Nagoya Japan [62] and a multiturn pancake
coil tested in LN2 at the MIT PSFC. The most stringent tests
were a series of four experimental campaigns (comprising two
identical VIPER cables each) at the SULTAN test facility at the
Paul Sherrer Institut in Villigen Switzerland [63]. Novel cable
assemblies were developed to provide simultaneous transverse
IxB Lorentz loads and axial strain to emulate the force state of
a 3-D coil [64]. Key results included stable Ic with less than 5%
degradation at IxB Lorentz load of 382 kN/m (2000 cycles) and
with axial strain of 0.3% for over 500 cycles [6], robust demount-
able joints in the 2–5 nΩ range [6], and the first demonstration
of two different fiber optic quench detection technologies on
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full-scale conductors in fusion-relevant conditions suitable for
the low normal zone propagation velocity of REBCO [65].

B. No Insulation—No Twist (NINT) REBCO Coils

In the mid-2010s, NI REBCO technology had emerged as an
alternative means of building high-field superconducting mag-
nets. Superconducting NI coils were first proposed by Berlin-
court and Hake, the codiscovers of NbTi as the one of the
earliest practical superconductors, in the mid-1960s [66]. Since
that time, and with the incorporation of REBCO as the super-
conductor, single-tape wound REBCO NI coils have developed
into mature, high-field magnet systems and presently hold the
world record of 45.5 T magnetic field strength [67]. The first
fusion-relevant REBCO NI coil at the MIT PSFC was built in
2016 using 500 m of 12 mm wide tape and achieved a peak field
in the 8 cm clear bore of 6 T [68].

Several challenges existed at the start of the TFMC Program in
adapting such coils for fusion purposes. First, the scale of fusion
TF coils required handling several GJ of stored magnet energy
in the event of a quench, orders of magnitude beyond what
had been experimentally demonstrated to date on small-bore
NI coils. In particular, the requirements of compact tokamak
TF magnets—achieving high magnetic fields in compact ge-
ometries with moderate charge/discharge times and—leads to
high total current and high engineering critical current densities,
further challenging the management of quench in fusion-scale
NI coils. Second, the extremely long L/R charging/discharging
times caused by high inductance from the single-tape/many-
turns approach was incompatible with the timescales of fusion
TF systems. Finally, the tightly packed NI coil geometry was
unfavorable to efficiently removing the large amount of nuclear
heat that is found in tokamaks, especially compact machines
with limited space for nuclear radiation shielding.

In parallel with the VIPER cable program, a NINT REBCO
coil R&D program was started to assess the feasibility of adapt-
ing NI coils to serve as fusion TF magnets. The first part of
the program focused on conceptual coil design and resulted
in several innovations. A REBCO stack-in-plate concept was
developed in which a stack of REBCO tapes was wound directly
into spiral grooves machined into one side of a plate of structural
metal [7]. As was done for VIPER cables, REBCO tape stacks
are soldered in place. Channels machined into the other side
could accommodate cryogenic gas and be used for efficient
single-pass cooling, decoupling the superconducting winding
and cooling geometries for more effective heat removal [53].
After this, a two-pronged approach was taken that coupled
experiments on small demonstration coils with an advanced
modeling program. A series of three 40 cm radius NINT coils
with 16 tape REBCO stacks were built and tested in self-field
at 77.3 K in LN2 and up to 10-kA terminal current at 15 K.
Cooling was achieved via a conduction-cooled configuration
with the thermally insulated coil suspended over a bath of liquid
helium. The three coils were variants of the same base design
intended to probe NI coil physics in dc and ac operation. The first
(DP1) had the REBCO stack with cowound with stainless steel
tapes embedded in a machined steel plate. The second (DP2)

Fig. 3. NINT coils. (a) Shows a NINT coil including the superconducting
terminals and instrumentation cabling. (b) Shows a NINT coil configured for
15 K testing at the MIT PSFC.

added copper cowind tapes to the stack to change the azimuthal
electrical and thermal conductance. The third (DP3) embedded
the REBCO, steel, and copper tape stack in a machined brass
plate to change the radial electrical and thermal resistance. All
coils were heavily instrumented with voltage taps and Cernox
sensors as well as surface heaters to enable actively perturbing
the coils into current sharing and quench.

One of the NINT coils is shown in Fig. 3 after fabrication and
being prepared for testing. These tests provided experimental
data on the electromagnetic behavior of the coils, particularly
on the high cryostability of the coils and passive self-protection
during quench by uniformly and rapidly dissipating the magnet
stored energy throughout the cold mass of the magnet.

C. Selection of NINT for the TFMC Winding Pack

At the conclusion of the first phase of TFMC in June 2019,
a review was held to assess the results from the VIPER and
NINT development programs with the objective of selecting
the technology that would be scaled-up into the TFMC and,
if successful, the SPARC TF. Design and analysis based on
the experimental and modeling results from the VIPER and
NINT development programs showed that either technology
could successfully be used as the base magnet winding pack
technology to achieve the necessary requirements for both the
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSED NINT ADVANTAGES FOR A TF MAGNET USED TO SELECT NINT TECHNOLOGY FOR THE SPARC TFMC

TFMC and the SPARC TF. Ultimately, NINT technology was
selected for the TFMC on the basis of the proposed advantages
summarized in Table II although, as discussed at the end of this
section, VIPER cable was utilized in several ways in the TFMC
Program.

The advantages can be roughly grouped into three types:
superconducting; cryogenics; and fabrication. The high winding
pack current density achievable with NINT, primarily due to the
lack of insulation and the compact untwisted REBCO stack,
provides a large design space for a compact but high-field
magnet. Thermal stability is enabled by efficient cooling and
large current sharing capacity of the unit cell. This allows the
use of REBCO with defects such as dropouts, aggressively
grading the REBCO tape stack, and possible tolerance to some
threshold-level of damage sustained during fabrication or op-
eration. Small-scale NI coils have demonstrated a significant
degree of self-protection from quenches in experiments [69] and
modeling [70]. If this capability could be successfully extended
to large-scale NI coils suitable for fusion, active quench detec-
tion and mitigation systems could be eliminated. This would
reduce the complexity of magnet fabrication and operation and
provide passive protection, eliminating or simplifying perhaps
the most significant operational challenge in superconducting
fusion magnets.

In terms of cryogenics, the NINT design enables dozens
to hundreds of parallel, single-pass cooling channels in a TF
magnet winding pack. Compared to a traditional pancake-wound
TF winding pack, for example, this approach significantly in-
creases global heat removal and enables local optimization of the
cooling power where it is most needed within the winding pack.
This capability is important for NI TF magnets in compact net
fusion energy devices, which typically sacrifice nuclear radiation
shielding to achieve smaller size and, thus, require superior
cooling compared to traditional magnets to remove the resulting
nuclear heating in the magnets.

In terms of fabrication, the open geometry of the NINT
cable-in-plate concept, straightforward fabrication processes,
and the absence of high voltage insulation makes production
of NI magnets relatively efficient and scalable. In particular, the
use of REBCO as opposed to LTS materials and the absence
of a vacuum pressure impregnation (VPI) epoxy step eliminates
two of the most complex, long duration high temperature heat
treatment operations involved in traditional insulated LTS CICC
superconducting fusion magnets. Because the magnet winding
pack is not encased in VPI epoxy and because demountable

pancake-to-pancake joints can be used, NINT magnets can be
fully disassembled for maintenance or component replacement
without destructive operations. Finally, the intrinsic low voltage
nature of NINT eliminates the need for high voltage current
leads and feeder cables, traditionally one of the most challenging
parts of insulated superconducting fusion magnet systems, and
provides enhanced personnel and machine safety.

The VIPER cable R&D program was also drawn upon for
TFMC. The successful VPI solder process developed for VIPER
cables was directly adapted to fabricate the NI pancakes for
the TFMC winding pack [71]. The robust, demountable, low
resistance joints of the VIPER cable were modified to serve
as demountable pancake-to-pancake joints embedded within
the winding pack. Finally, VIPER cables were used directly
in the implementation of the test facility, with three pairs of
jointed VIPER cables forming the superconducting feeder sys-
tem between the 50-kA LN2-cooled current leads and the TFMC
magnet terminals.

VI. TFMC PROGRAM TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

The purpose of this section is to provide a short summary of
the five technical papers that accompany this overview paper,
covering major facets of the program at a high level and pro-
viding a unified view of how the entire project was integrated
together to form a complete whole. Readers interested in obtain-
ing an in-depth technical analysis are encouraged to review the
companion papers associated with each topic in this special issue
of IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON APPLIED SUPERCONDUCTIVITY.

A. TFMC Magnet

The TFMC, shown at the bottom-left of the photograph
in Fig. 1 and as a detailed CAD rendering in Fig. 4, is an
NI REBCO stack-in-plate, style superconducting magnet. It
weighed 10 058 kg and utilized 270 km of REBCO. It has
three main components: 1) the winding pack; 2) the structural
case; and 3) the plena. The winding pack is composed of a
stack of 16 single pancakes with 2 termination plates top and
bottom. The pancakes are Nitronic-40 radial plates machined
with spiral channels on one side for the REBCO tape stack
and single-pass channels on the opposite side for supercritical
helium coolant. After REBCO winding and pancake assembly is
complete, the pancake undergoes a VPI solder process to provide
good mechanical protection of the REBCO stack and efficient
thermal and electrical connectivity throughout each pancake.
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Fig. 4. CAD rendering of the TFMC magnet showing the principal compo-
nents.

Each pancake is electrically tested in LN2 following the solder
process, providing quality assurance/quality control as well as
superconducting performance data to guide pancake location
within the winding pack stack and inform models of magnet
performance. The pancakes are bolted at the perimeter to provide
mechanical and thermal connectivity while interpancake joints
provide low resistance current transfer between pancakes. The
top and bottom termination plates facilitate electrical connection
to a superconducting feeder system.

The winding pack is contained within a structural case, a
“trough and lid” style design composed of two Nitronic-50
forgings machined to shape and bolted together. The case reacts
the large electromechanical loads, with stresses approaching 1
GPa during operation, and serves as a pressure vessel to enable
single-pass 2 MPa (20 bar) supercritical helium flow that cools
the winding pack and case. Two high pressure vessels or “plena”
are attached to the case with unique high-pressure feedthroughs
to provide winding pack access for current, cooling, and instru-
mentation, completing the magnet assembly.

B. TFMC Test Facility

The 835 m2 (9000 sq. ft.) TFMC Test Facility is shown in
overview in Fig. 1. It was built as a standalone large-scale RE-
BCO magnet test facility at the MIT PSFC in less than two years
in the large experiment hall formerly housing power equipment
for the Alcator C-Mod tokamak. The major engineering systems
enabling magnet testing are as follows:

1) Main vacuum cryostat: A 35-ton SS316 vacuum cryostat
with 20 m3 internal volume was designed at MIT and
built at Anderson Dahlen in Ramsay, Minnesota. External
SS316 ribs minimize deflection under vacuum while the
structure underneath supported the approximately 10-ton
TFMC magnet. The cryostat contains ten radial NW500
flanges to provide internal access. A central bore is pro-
vided for instrumentation access. The top lid separates for
installation/removal of large components.

2) Vacuum system: Pumping is provided by two Leybold
Turbovac TMP1000 (total of 2000 l/s pumping power)
backed by Leybold Ecodry 35 scroll pumps. The scroll
pumps were located outside of the 35-gauss line of the

Fig. 5. CAD rendering showing how the superconducting current leads (at
top-left) and VIPER cable feeder system (at center) interface with the TFMC
magnet (at bottom-right).

TFMC with the turbos enclosed within 1-in-thick iron
magnetic shields. High vacuum in the 10-3 to 10-4 Pa
(10-6 to 10-7 torr) range was routinely achieved during
experiments.

3) LN2 radiation shields and distribution system: Radiation
shields, consisting of modules of two steel panels with
a thin interstitial space for LN2, were also designed at
MIT and built by Anderson Dahlen. They were assembled
within the vacuum cryostat. The LN2 was gravity fed from
two storage dewars adjacent to the vacuum cryostat, which
were provided with LN2 from a 68 135 L external storage
tank.

4) Power supply: The system was delivered by Alpha Scien-
tific Electronics and is composed of eight cabinets each
providing 6.25 kA for a total of 50 kA.

5) Current leads and feeder system: A set of binary LN2-
cooled 50-kA REBCO current leads and a VIPER cable
feeder system were designed and built in-house at MIT
PSFC. These systems are described in more detail in
Section VI-C.

6) Supercritical helium circulation system: A liquid-free
cryocooler-based system provided supercritical helium
down to 20 K for the TFMC, current leads, and feeder
system. It was designed and built by Absolut System in
Seyssinet-Pariset, France. The system is described in more
detail in Section VI-D.

C. Current Leads and Feeder Cable System

The current leads (CL) and feeder cables (FC), shown together
in proximity to the TFMC magnet in Fig. 5, represent a signifi-
cant superconducting achievement in their own right. Designed
and built in-house at the MIT PSFC to use the available LN2
infrastructure, the system has been commissioned for stable
operation up to 50 kA with CL-FC FC cable-to-cable joint
resistances in the 1 to 2 nΩ range.
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Each CL is approximately 3 m tall and consists of three
sections. The upper section connects to the water-cooled copper
bus in the test facility at ∼300 K. It is made of a slotted C101
copper piece designed to resistively transport electrical current
while being cooled with gaseous nitrogen. The middle section
is a large boiling chamber containing an internal reservoir of
LN2, which is capable of operating temperatures between 65 K
and 77 K. Connected to the bottom of the boiling chamber
is the lower REBCO section. This section is composed of six
individual petals that combine to provide an Ic(77 K, self-field)
of 58.4 kA and form a resistive joint to the first VIPER cable in
the FC system.

The superconducting FC system is composed of three sets of
highly shaped nonplanar VIPER cables that connect the CLs to
the terminals of the TFMC and are cooled by the warm supercrit-
ical helium exhaust from the TFMC, nominally at 22–25 K. With
an Ic(25 K, self-field) of 101 kA and a Tc(45 kA, self-field) of
55 K, the FC maintains a large factor of safety to the 40.5 kA 25 K
nominal operating conditions. The FC system has a gradual “S”
shape bend along the cable axis, which enables the feeder system
to absorb with less than 0.1% axial strain the physical coefficient
of thermal expansion movement induced during cooling when
the CL and the TFMC shrink away from each other. All cables
had to be bent to tolerances of a few mm to guarantee successful
assembly.

D. Cryocooler-Based Helium Circulation System

Another innovative feature of the TFMC Test Facility was
the implementation of a liquid-free cryocooler-based system
that circulates supercritical helium as an alternative to the more
traditional, but cost- and schedule-intensive liquid helium infras-
tructure found at large-scale magnet test facilities. The system
was responsible for cooling the TFMC, the CL, and the FC.

The design and construction of the system was contracted to
Absolut System. To meet the cryogenic requirements, two nearly
identical modules—each containing four Cryomech AL630 cry-
ocoolers housed within an LN2-shielded vacuum cryostat—
were operated in parallel. Custom gas heat exchangers were
integrated directly into the cryocooler coldhead, and cryofans
with a maximum rotation speed of 60 krpm in each of the
modules actuated helium circulation. During commissioning,
the system confirmed 600 W of cooling power at 20 K with a
supercritical helium mass flow of 70 g/s at maximum operating
pressure of 2 MPa (20 bar). Heaters in each module provide for
temperature control of the helium supply to the circuit.

Fig. 6 shows an example of cryogenic system performance
during a 300 to 24 K cooldown of the TFMC. Average helium
circuit pressure, roughly maintained during cooldown by the ad-
dition of fresh helium, was approximately 13.3 MPa. Cryocool-
ers were activated in sets of two to maximize the cooling rate,
but stay well within the administrative limit of a 50 K maximum
difference between the helium inlet and return temperature to
avoid temperature gradient-induced strains in the winding pack
and structural case. The heaters are activated around 105 h to
maintain the target TFMC temperature of 24 K. The cooldown
time of approximately 4.5 days was in good agreement with

Fig. 6. Data from the second cooldown of the TFMC magnet from 300 to 20 K
over the course of five days.

the in-house cryogenic circuit model used to design the helium
circuit.

E. Experimental Results From the TFMC Campaigns

The TFMC was experimentally assessed in two test cam-
paigns in between August and October of 2021; following
the test campaigns, the coil was removed from the cryostat,
carefully disassembled, and subject to a series of destructive and
nondestructive tests. Nondestructive disassembly of the magnet
was aided by the demountable pancake-to-pancake joints in the
winding pack and the lack of a VPI epoxy ground insulation
encasement. The postmortem was conducted to maximize learn-
ing from the TFMC, including confirmation of the engineering
design and construction of the coil after rigorous testing up to
full performance at 20 T and to assess the resiliency of the
magnet to two open-circuit events that occurred during testing.
The open-circuits were of particular interest, as they represent
the most damaging circumstances for an NI coil, as currents
driven radially cause internal joule heating that can lead to
a quench. Without the ability to detect-and-dump the stored
magnetic energy as is the case for insulated magnets, large-scale
NI fusion magnets must have a successful strategy for handling
quench. The TFMC tests provided the first opportunity to gather
extensive data on a fusion-scale NI TF coil to aid in the validation
of computational models and to guide future magnet design.

The first test campaign objectives were to assess the charg-
ing/discharging and steady-state electromagnetic response of
the coil at the full design performance of 20 T peak field-on-
conductor with 40 kA of terminal current. The test program was
planned in four distinct phases with different objectives:

1) Ramp to 1 kA, hold for 15 h: Electrical and thermal stability
checks; L/R radial current decay measurements at <1%
accuracy; magnetic sensor cross-calibrations.

2) Ramp to 35 kA hold for 8 h: Pancake-to-pancake joint mea-
surements; REBCO stack azimuthal resistance; thermal
stability and cooling evaluation; total charging dissipation
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Fig. 7. Data from the first TFMC test campaign, showing the terminal current
(top) and 3-D hall probe (Teslameter) measurements of the peak field-on-
conductor exceeding 20 T (bottom). “Stack edge” refers to the edge of the
REBCO stack in the first turn closest to the bore while “stack center” refers to
its center.

thermometry; final safety and operational checks before
ramping to full field.

3) Ramp to 40 kA, hold for 5 h: Confirm peak field-on-
conductor at 20 T or above; total steady-state dissipation
thermometry at full performance.

4) Ramp down to 0 kA: Rapidly and safely return the magnet
to zero operating current and magnetic field.

The complete test program took approximately five days due
to the ∼3.2 h L/R decay time constant of the magnet, placing
great demands upon the operators. The execution of the test
program proceeded nominally with one notable exception and
can be seen in Fig. 7, which shows the terminal current on the
magnet and the corresponding peak magnetic field measured in
the first turn REBCO stack. The magnet achieved peak field-
on-conductor over a significant section of the first turn REBCO
stack of 20.1 T at 40.5-kA terminal current approximately 65 h
into the test. Furthermore, the following measurements were
successfully made: radial resistance; the magnet L/R decay
time constant; current, voltage, and temperature distribution in
the winding pack; magnetic field magnitude and distribution;
internal pancake-to-pancake joint resistance; cryogenic helium
flow distribution and cooling power in the winding pack; and
mechanical performance of the structural case.

The aforementioned exception, visible as a terminal current
drop out in Fig. 7 around 100 h into the test program, occurred
when the local power company suffered a substation explosion,
briefly interrupting power to MIT campus and tripping equip-
ment in the test facility. While most systems were restored almost
immediately as designed, the 50-kA power supply providing
current to the magnet took approximately 30 min to bring
back online. It should be noted that during this open-circuit
condition, the TFMC continued to internally circulate current
and generate magnetic field while absorbing the resistive losses
from radial current flow with only slight temperature rise. This
event revealed an early, albeit unintended, confirmation of the
robustness of NI magnets to off-normal events.

The second test campaign had two objectives: to precisely
quantify TFMC REBCO superconducting performance in dc as
a function of temperature; and to fully measure the dynamics
of the coil to an intentional open-circuit quench at a terminal
current (31.5 kA) very close to the proposed SPARC TF magnet.
The dc characterization was successful. First, a long 24 h flat
top at 31.5 kA and 24 K was performed to provide a precise
measurement of the azimuthal resistance of each pancake. The
measurement quantified REBCO degradation from fabrication
and operation and verified that the radial leakage current was
below the requirement for the SPARC TF magnet. Second, the
temperature scans showed increase current sharing throughout
the winding pack as the temperature increased, matching model-
ing predictions. For the quench portion, voltage and temperature
data were acquired during the initiation, incubation, and dump
phases of the quench. The acquisition of this dataset, and sub-
sequent utilization to validate and extend the extensive array
of NI computational modeling tools, achieved of one the most
important objectives of the TFMC Program.

In the quench, which was triggered through an intentional
open circuit of the power supply, the predicted rapid (∼3 s)
inductive turn-to-turn and pancake-to-pancake quench cascades
were clearly observed. This confirmed the dynamics of the
basic self-protection mechanism for large-scale NI coils. The
cascades are intended to rapidly distribute the stored magnetic
energy uniformly throughout the magnet. Postquench analysis
and experiments; however, indicated the presence of localized
damage. Data on the global temperature distribution of the mag-
net during quench compared with 3-D FEA model predictions
indicated nonuniform energy deposition within the winding
pack. Postquench voltage and field distribution measurements
after recooling to 24 K found that the electromagnetic response
of the coil (current path through the winding pack, azimuthal
current and magnetic field, and total pancake voltages) had been
altered, indicative of damage to the REBCO windings in the
upper half of the winding pack.

The TFMC postmortem confirmed the presence of localized
damage within the upper half of the magnet winding pack. Con-
centrated in only a few pancakes with the epicenter in Pancake
#12, thermal damage was found in a tightly defined azimuthal
arc in one of the tight corners as shown in Fig. 8(a). Due to the
nonazimuthally symmetric shape, magnetic flux density is con-
centrated in the tight corners and creates a sharply defined critical
surfaces characterized by high ratios of I/Ic (or T/Tc). For these
regions, the result was sustained current sharing, leading to rapid
temperature rise driven by Joule heating and ultimately burning
in these areas, before the rapid inductive cascade can dissipate
the magnetic stored energy throughout the magnet. The TFMC,
which intentionally concentrated magnetic flux in the corners to
achieve the programmatic dc performance goals, was inherently
vulnerable to this effect. Indeed, the postmortem confirmed that
the engineering design, fabrication, and assembly of the coil
were executed perfectly with no technical, operational, or other
issues response for the damage induced by quench.

Importantly, this effect described above was predicted by
several of the computational models developed in the TFMC
program as shown in Fig. 8(b); however, the models had not
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Fig. 8. Postquench analysis of the TFMC. (a) Shows Pancake #12 during the
postmortem with a sharply defined region of thermal damage in the upper-left
tight corner. (b) Shows a 3-D FEA simulation 170 s into the evolution of a 30 kA
quench; the burn region is reproduced almost perfectly.

converged to a single self-consistent scenario requiring the ex-
perimental open circuit quench test. The extensive and unprece-
dented dataset obtained from the experimental quench have been
used to refine the simulation toolset. The advances in NI magnet
physics understanding and validated models are now being used
to design next-generation NI TF coils that maximize quench re-
silience through a multipronged approach. These developments
are outside the scope of this article, but expected to be published
in the future.

VII. CONCLUSION

The TFMC achieved its programmatic goal of demon-
straing a large-scale high-field magnet, achieving 20.1 T peak
field-on-conductor with 40.5 kA of terminal current, 815 kN/m
of Lorentz loading on the REBCO stacks, and almost 1 GPa
of mechanical stress. Internal demountable pancake-to-pancake
joints operated in the 0.5 to 2.0 nΩ range at 20 K and in
magnetic fields up to 12 T. The dc and ac electromagnetic
performance of the magnet, predicted by new advances in high-
fidelity computational models, was confirmed in experiment
while a novel cryogenic coolant scheme capable of the large
heat removal required by compact tokamaks was validated. A
critical experimental step was taken to assess the feasibility of
passive, self-protection against a quench in a fusion-scale NI
TF coil. While the TFMC was intentionally not optimized for
quench resiliency, the extensive data and validated models that it
produced were required as an essential step toward this important
objective.

As a result of the TFMC Program, design and fabrication of
the NINT-based TF magnet, VIPER-based CS and PF magnets
for the SPARC tokamak are presently at CFS. Efforts since the
close of the TFMC Program have focused on optimizing the
TF toward quench resiliency, utilizing the improved modeling
capabilities, technical innovations, and subsequent experiments.
Based on the results from the TFMC Program, VIPER-based
cables known as PIT-VIPER cables for the CS and PF are

Fig. 9. Normalized cost per meter of REBCO tape procured for the TFMC
Program showing a 40% reduction as a result of large volume procurement.

being developed and qualified in small-scale and model coil
programs, making use of substantially expanded fabrication and
test facilities at CFS as well as MIT PSFC. The TFMC Test
facility, upgraded to support fast-ramp capabilities, is presently
being utilized in cable and model coil tests for the CS and PF.
In addition to SPARC, CFS is also now designing and building
high-field REBCO magnets for other scientific and industrial
purposes, such as the WHAM high-field mirror project [72].

The TFMC Program also had an unprecedented impact on
the REBCO tape industry. One of the objectives of the program
was to reduce the cost of REBCO and catalyze the evolution
of the industry from small, bespoke tape deliveries to standard-
ized, industrial volumes. Fig. 9 shows the impact of the TFMC
Program on REBCO cost per meter. Starting with initial MIT
procurements from ten manufacturers in early 2018 through
all of the CFS procurement for the TFMC in mid-2021, the
TFMC was instrumental in reducing the average REBCO tape
costs per meter by almost 40%. Procurements by CFS for the
SPARC tokamak, now underway and expected to approach 10
million meters, are continuing to decrease cost. Furthermore, the
demanding REBCO specifications required by TFMC presented
a technical challenge. Some manufacturers, in response, proved
capable of dramatically increasing both the performance and
volume of REBCO at reduced cost [32]. Finally, the need for
high volume Ic(B,T, θ) measurements as part of the NI modeling
effort and quality-assurance/quality-control program for TFMC
produced superior REBCO characterization equipment [73].

A final positive impact of the TFMC Program has been the sig-
nificant acceleration of other high-field superconducting magnet
efforts based on REBCO across a variety of fields. For example,
the first nonplanar stellarator coil from REBCO was designed,
built, and tested with VIPER cable by MIT PSFC and Type
One Energy, a private fusion company [74]. Another example
is how the reduction in REBCO tape cost and demonstration of
high-field REBCO magnets and ancillary technology is opening
a path to next-generation collider experiments at the frontier of
particle physics [75].

After a little over three years, the TFMC Program concluded
in the fall of 2021 having successefully completed all of its
programmatic and technical objectives. The state of REBCO
magnet technology for fusion energy at the outset of the program,
rooted in small-scale cable and coil prototypes and conceptual
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designs of full-scale system, looked very different at its close.
The first representative-scale REBCO TF coil—in fact, the
first large-scale REBCO magnet ever constructed—had been
designed, built, and successfully tested. Ancillary technology,
from high-current REBCO cables to 50-kA REBCO CL, from
cryocooler-based 600-W supercritical helium cryogenic systems
to advanced 3-D FEA modeling of the coupled thermal, mechan-
ical, and electrical phenomena in large-scale NI magnets, had
been successfully demonstrated. REBCO, in terms of perfor-
mance, volume, and cost took its first significant step toward an
industrial commodity product procured at the ton-scale. Finally,
and perhaps most importantly, a new pathway to achieving
fusion energy on accelerated timescales in compact devices, as
well as opportunities in other areas of science and industry that
utilize strong magnetic fields, had been opened by expanding
the state of large-scale high-field superconducting magnets into
the 20 T frontier.
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